FIND

amounted to
imagination: 5 uses in 1st ch.
FIND bad luck and change to rotten luck (or something similar: putrid luck...) whenever possible. (bad luck made worse)
Donny running to & from depots: choose best verbs, keeping a variety
dashed ∫
darted
sprinted
raced
scurried ∫
hightailed (it)
hustled
hurtled
scooted 69
scampered
FIND  Oh man  (sub wow, wowie, whoo or some such sometimes?)
expressions to work in earlier, that Donny picks up:

Holy wow, from Letitia
Hallelujah (from Kate? Mae? change to Thanks be, from Gram?
Christamighty (Louie or Wendell)
spooked me down to my shorts?

* * *

Out the far end!
whoa.
Phee-nominal from PeeWee the hobo?
Highpockets—the Big Ole buckrake

the jersey Mosquito/Skeeter—old, hawked-up shoulderblades, speaks in contractions?

Pooch—says only "Damn Straight" and "You said it."

Peerless Peterspn—bunkhouse lawyer

Midnight Frankie—card player, sly

Blackie—

Fingy—

Shakespeare—buckrake
Donny is called:  

sport  
sparky  
mate  
hombre  
sprout  
speed  
freckles  
lee man  
past  
nubbin  
short stuff  
champ  
bucke  
bub  
buddy  
sonny  
Jasper  
chum  
pidge  
hoot of  
boojangles  
Candy boy  
fortnight  
sport  
sparky  
dumpy (ie)  
ducky  
bright eyes  
pumpkin eater  
little sweetie  
chum  
cooking  
sparkler  
cotton tail  
drake tail  
peanut  
peach  
peanut butter  
cotton tail  
cooking  
sparkler  
cotton tail  
omat  
man shittail  
boat tail  
spud  
small stuff  
man shittail  
boat tail  
cooking  
sparkler  

FIND

wow/holy wow

outstanding
FIND

Palookaville

57
74
26
87
88
91
98
106
128
FIND # of times "horsy grin" (no horseface)

1-200

117<br>
Herman

grin

1413 - survival<br>
that horsey way
FIND thankfully

\[
\frac{1-200}{43} \quad \frac{1-64}{\text{morn}} \quad \frac{65-165}{255 \text{ changed}}
\]
rubbed his jaw

\[
\frac{1 - 200}{none} \\
\frac{1 - 64}{none} \\
\frac{65 - 165}{84 - Harmon OK ?}
\]
loony

FIND crazy; change to loco when possible

--the summer itself (time) had eaten loco weed.

Noted these pp. 1-173, 3 crazy, all seem OK
FIND smile/grin

a trace of a smile  (sub for what I've used, somewhere?)
FIND squinted/squint

1.250
11 - Gram

1.64
5 - Herman

65-165
157 - Hermann took a look
thing/things (whole word); don't overuse something
FIND/add: sub "the stony lonesome" wherever Donny has said "clink"
--introduce this in bus scene of S sheriff & Harvey
FIND

complete moron

p. 81
101
109 - change to lowercase heads
115 - " natural-born fool
118 -

done, pp. 1-173
FIND swayte & debonure

12
85
ms p. 71—That threw me. Threw

cut in revise; avbl to insert elsewhere

true?
Donny's voice must vary, high and low, every so often
FIND # of times "left the matter to me."
FIND along
FIND transported in more ways than one.

--flying to the moon
insert "spooked (or scared or similar) down to my shorts" earlier to justify D's use in Butte depot
UK over again in proof?

IND - underwear & suitcase
(check this)

insert during trip "the embarrassing suitcase." (mod as early as Gt Falls?)

101 - antiquated
237 - weathered old
305 - now dusty
311 - sandy, sagging
325 - odd

326 < suitcase made of Willow or something...